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 CIMdata News 
CIMdata Announces Key Sponsors of PLM Road Map™ for the High Tech Electronics Community 
27 May 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announced 
today the key sponsors for its upcoming PLM Road Map for the High Tech Electronics (HTE) 
Community conference are Aras Corp., Arena Solutions, Autodesk, LeverX/SAP, and Siemens PLM 
Software. The event, which takes place on June 16 at the Biltmore Hotel & Suites in Santa Clara, 
California, is a strategic conference that focuses on how companies successfully define and employ 
PLM strategies and enabling solutions to meet challenging product development, manufacturing, and 
deployment issues. The theme for PLM Road Map for the HTE Community is Innovating in a 
Nanosecond World: How PLM Makes Innovation and Collaboration for the HTE Industry Repeatable, 
Sustainable, and Scalable. 

“CIMdata is honored to have these leaders in PLM solutions and services choose to sponsor PLM Road 
Map for the HTE Community,” commented Andrew Rodger, Senior Business Development Manager 
with responsibility for CIMdata’s Global PLM Community. “The mission we have for this event is to 
create a platform where open collaboration and knowledge transfer can occur between all participants in 
the PLM ecosystem including industrial representatives, subject matter experts, software providers, 
educators, consulting services organizations, market analysts, system integrators, and industrial research 
institutions. We are all equal partners in realizing the vision and value of PLM, especially as it helps to 
create a new, more sustainable, circular global economy.” 
As part of the PLM Road Map for the HTE Community experience CIMdata is hosting an on-line PLM 
Collaboration Café™ which provides each sponsor the opportunity to showcase a selection of their high 
tech electronics industry solutions. For more information on the PLM Collaboration Café visit the 
CIMdata web site at: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte/2015-
plmrm-hte-sponsors 

For more information on PLM Road Map visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-
conferences/2015-plmrm-hte 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on Innovation in the Digital Age 
26 May 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
an upcoming free educational webinar, “Innovation in the Digital Age.” The webinar will take place on 
June 25, 2015 at 11:00 a.m. (EDT).  

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte/2015-plmrm-hte-sponsors
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte/2015-plmrm-hte-sponsors
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte
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Using a systemic innovation case study from Procter & Gamble, the webinar will describe use cases 
appropriate for PLM and Collaborative Innovation (CI). The webinar will also show how PLM and CI 
solution providers have an opportunity to connect and collaborate to expand their markets by developing 
a consistent terminology and communication around innovation and clarifying how their offerings 
complement each other and fit into the solution architecture of their clients.  
Dr. Suna Polat, CIMdata’s Director of Collaborative Innovation & Social Product Development 
Consulting Practice, will host the webinar. Dr. Polat has 25+ years of experience in technology 
development, product development, innovation management, implementation of strategic innovation 
capabilities—including modeling and simulation (M&S), open innovation, knowledge management—
social technologies and social product development, and driving change and adoption. This wide range 
of expertise was gained through her career at Procter & Gamble and more recently through her 
experience at CIMdata, which she joined in June 2014. 
The webinar will be an hour long and those attending will: learn how to make innovation a systemic 
capability within an organization, understand the terminology and role of business platforms for 
systemic innovation, and gain an understanding of the benefits of supporting technology-based 
solutions. 
This webinar will be useful to innovation managers, PLM leaders and users, team leaders and members, 
engineering managers, product managers, PLM software and solution providers, and anyone interested 
in learning more about innovation, innovation management, and innovation practices. During the 
webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To find out 
more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/innovation-in-a-digital-age. 
To register for the webinar visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2487710295352333826 

Click here to return to Contents 

HGST’s David Hinz to Present at CIMdata’s PLM Road Map™ for the High Tech Electronics 
Community in Santa Clara, California 
28 May 2015 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
that David Hinz, HGST’s Global Director of Cloud and Data Center operations will present at PLM Road 
Map™ for the High Tech Electronics (HTE) Community. The event takes place on June 16th at the 
Biltmore Hotel & Suites in Santa Clara, California.  
The presentation, “Cost Effective High Performance Computing On Public Clouds,” will show how 
HGST, a Western Digital company, successfully integrated AWS EC2 architecture with on-premise 
infrastructure to accelerate its proprietary Molecular Dynamics Simulation program in less than 12 
months. HGST’s Molecular Dynamics Simulation program is used to identify the ideal materials and 
lubricants needed to develop next-generation hard disk drives.  
In his presentation, David Hinz will also share best practices the company has developed to shape 
compute cycles to exactly match workloads across this hybrid cloud. Paths forward for new application 
deployment using public cloud computing will also be highlighted. 
As HGST’s Global Director of Cloud and Data Center operations David Hinz drives programs and 
initiatives to meet HGST’s growing Cloud, HPC, and Data Center computing needs. David has 
responsibility for both on-premise and cloud based computing solutions, allowing a holistic strategy to 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/innovation-in-a-digital-age
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2487710295352333826
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be developed and completed. 
PLM Road Map for the HTE Community is the must-attend event for HTE industry executives and PLM 
practitioners globally—providing independent education and a collaborative networking environment 
where ideas, trends, experiences, and relationships critical to the HTE industry germinate and take 
root. The theme for this event is “Innovating in a Nanosecond World: How PLM Makes Innovation and 
Collaboration for the HTE Industry Repeatable, Sustainable, and Scalable.” 

For more information visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte 

Click here to return to Contents 

 
 

Acquisitions 
Applied Software Acquires CADapult's Autodesk Business 
28 May 2015 

Applied Software, a services provider to the AEC and manufacturing industries, announced today that it 
has acquired Autodesk partner and reseller CADapult. The acquisition strengthens Applied Software's 
presence in Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania. 
Additionally, the acquisition further establishes Applied Software's leadership position in the 
architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) industry, where it provides computer-aided design 
(CAD) software and services to more than 5,000 clients in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Eastern Tennessee and now Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania. An 
Autodesk Platinum Tier Value Added Reseller (VAR), Applied Software is widely recognized as one of 
the nation's leading providers of Building Information Modeling (BIM) services, including modeling, 
analysis, training, integration and mentoring. 
The Applied Software team is at the forefront of understanding changes in design technology and how 
tools can support more efficient project delivery. It has a proven record of partnering successfully with 
clients, helping them to leverage technology to improve their business processes and increase 
productivity. 
"We're pleased to welcome our new clients and the CADapult staff into our family," said Richard 
Burroughs, president of Applied Software. "We are committed to making a smooth transition for 
everyone. Our goal is to exceed the expectations of our newest customers in Delaware, Maryland and 
Pennsylvania through our rich array of consulting, training and professional services." 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC To Acquire Virtustream 
26 May 2015 
EMC Corporation today announced it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire privately-held 
Virtustream. When the transaction closes, Virtustream will form EMC's new managed cloud services 
business. The acquisition represents a transformational element of EMC's strategy to help customers 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-hte
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move all applications to cloud-based IT environments. With the addition of Virtustream, EMC 
completes the industry's most comprehensive hybrid cloud portfolio to support all applications, all 
workloads and all cloud models.   
Virtustream CEO Rodney Rogers will report to Joe Tucci, EMC Chairman and CEO. 

"Virtustream is an exceptional company and this is a critical and transformative acquisition for EMC in 
one of the industry's fastest-growing and most important sectors," said Joe Tucci. "With Virtustream in 
place, EMC will be uniquely positioned as a single source for our customers' entire hybrid cloud 
infrastructure and services needs. We could not be more delighted that Virtustream will be joining the 
EMC Federation family. It's a game changer." 
One of the world's fastest-rising cloud software and services companies, Virtustream is trusted by 
enterprises worldwide to migrate, run and manage mission-critical applications in the cloud, including 
SAP. Virtustream customers include marquis enterprises such as The Coca-Cola Company, Domino 
Sugar, Heinz, Hess Corporation, Kawasaki, Lexmark, Scotts Miracle-Gro and a global footprint of 
service provider partners who use Virtustream software to power their cloud offerings. 
Virtustream's cloud software and Infrastructure-as-a-Service portfolio will be delivered directly to 
customers and through partners. EMC Federation service provider partners will receive access to 
Virtustream's xStream cloud management software platform and be enabled to adopt and deliver their 
own branded services based upon it. 
Presently EMC provides the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Solution — an on-premise private 
cloud offering that provides on-ramps to public cloud services such as VMware vCloud Air. Virtustream 
brings to the EMC portfolio a managed cloud software and services capability — whether on or off 
premise — which EMC also intends to incorporate into the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 
Solution. With the addition of Virtustream, EMC will enable customers to move their entire application 
portfolio into a cloud environment.   
Founded in 2009 by Rodney Rogers and president & CTO Kevin Reid, Virtustream delivers application 
lifecycle automation and orchestration with a particular focus on I/O-intensive mission-critical 
enterprise applications such as SAP S/4HANA and others. Virtustream's xStream platform is tightly 
integrated with VMware vSphere and architected to deliver service level agreements (SLAs) for not only 
infrastructure availability, but for application performance and transaction latency as well. 
"Virtustream has established itself as an industry leader and innovator for running mission-critical 
enterprise applications in the cloud," explained Rodney Rogers, Virtustream Chairman and CEO. "We're 
proud to be joining the EMC Federation where our combined capabilities, products and services will 
allow us to accelerate our vision of delivering the platform of record for enterprise systems, and address 
the complete breadth of cloud computing needs." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys to Acquire Quotium IAST Product, Seeker 
29 May 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. announced it has signed a definitive agreement to acquire certain assets of Quotium, 
including the Quotium Seeker® product and R&D team. The additional talent, technology and products 
will expand Synopsys' presence in the application security market by extending the Coverity® platform 
with interactive application security testing (IAST) functionality. Seeker complements the Coverity 
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platform's static analysis technology by testing and analyzing applications in run-time, providing 
customers with a broader solution to detect and remediate security vulnerabilities and better protect 
business data from application attacks. By accelerating adoption of security testing technologies into the 
software development lifecycle (SDLC), customers across industries such as financial, health, energy 
and retail can get to market faster with increased stability and certainty. This is the second 
announcement Synopsys has made in the past six weeks about extending further into the software 
security market. On April 20, Synopsys announced that it signed a definitive agreement to acquire 
Codenomicon.  
"Synopsys' growth strategy is built on three pillars: leadership in EDA, growth in IP, and growth in 
software application quality and security," said Andreas Kuehlmann, senior vice president and general 
manager, Software Integrity Group, Synopsys. "The acquisition of Seeker and the Seeker R&D team can 
drive growth in this third pillar by addressing the web application security needs of the enterprise 
market. Additionally, Seeker provides our customers with an automated security testing solution that 
analyzes the application in run-time, complementing the Coverity platform's static analysis testing 
approach. Using both products will enable customers to feel more secure while improving their time to 
market." 
The Quotium Seeker solution is a pioneering solution for IAST that helps businesses find high-risk 
security weaknesses while fostering collaboration between development and security teams. The Seeker 
solution exposes vulnerable code and ties it directly to business impact and exploitation scenarios, 
providing a clear explanation of risks. 
 "We've seen how the Coverity platform finds security defects in the developer workflow and believe 
Seeker can augment that process into further stages of the agile software development lifecycle," said 
Ofer Maor, co-founder and CTO of Quotium. "We're looking forward to being part of Synopsys and 
better helping organizations resolve security issues across the software development lifecycle." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
 
Approyo Signs Value Added Reseller Agreement with SAP 
27 May 2015 
Approyo has signed an agreement with SAP AG that will allow its participating member firms to resell 
SAP products under a single framework. 
The value-added reseller (VAR) deal allows Approyo to license SAP software directly to their clients 
and provide better business solutions involving SAP software and maintenance. 
“Becoming a VAR allows Approyo to extend its long-standing strategic partnership with SAP” said 
Marcus Retrac, President of Approyo. “This will strengthen our relationship with our customers and 
partners allowing us to act as a single point of contact for SAP and continue to deliver SAP HANA 
products and support services.” 
Approyo has been providing cloud for the last three years. Approyo built an entire platform using the 
best solutions in the market, allowing clients to benefit immediately from SAP HANA without the 
massive upfront cost structure typically seen with those bare metal solutions. 
 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcHByb3lvLmNvbS8jIWhhbmEtc29sdXRpb25zL2M2djU=
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ASM, Granta introduce spring collection of medical materials 
22 May 2015 
ASM International (Materials Park, OH) and Granta Design (Cambridge, UK) have announced major 
updates to the ASM Medical Materials Database. The spring release of this resource includes new data 
on materials including stainless steels and tool steels, expanded coverage of the latest additive 
manufacturing techniques and the addition of the latest FDA approved devices with links to associated 
materials, coatings and drugs. 
Users can immediately benefit from additional peer-reviewed data covering the materials, coatings and 
compatible drugs used in medical devices. Website navigation has been improved to allow medical 
device designers, academics, students, regulatory affairs officers and other users to quickly and easily 
access the information they need. 
In addition to expanded data on steels, including information on commercially available grades and 
biological response information, coverage of additive manufacturing has been updated with information 
on binder printing, laser powder forming, mask projection stereolithography, electron beam melting and 
ultrasonic consolidation. 
The ASM Medical Materials Database is a single relational resource that summarizes peer-reviewed 
scientific and engineering knowledge on implantable medical materials, including coverage on 
cardiovascular, orthopedic, neurological and surgical materials. 
The database now includes approximately 42,000 devices, 1500 specific grades, 290 material types, 
2300 producers and 42,000 references, plus related coatings, drugs, adhesives and process information. 
Each material is linked to devices in which it has been used, as well as source documentation. 
For more information about the database and to subscribe, go to the ASM website. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

CD-adapco and PSRI Chartering New Course in Particle Flow Simulations 
28 May 2015 
CD-adapco, the largest privately held CFD-focused provider of Computer Aided Engineering software, 
announced today it is joining the consortium with Particulate Solid Research, Inc. (PSRI). CD-adapco 
will provide state-of-the-art engineering simulation tools for analyzing particle flow, and PSRI members 
will share their expertise and experiences in analyzing particle flow that will help other chemical and 
refining industry members and advance the understanding of flow modeling solutions. 
For over 35 years, CD-adapco has been providing solutions to solve some of the most challenging 
engineering problems. Of particular importance is the discrete element method (DEM) for simulation of 
particle flow coupled with fluid flow. For CD-adapco, joining the consortium with PSRI initiates a new 
course into the area of particle flow simulations. 
“We feel that joining this consortium with PSRI gives us access to their expertise as well as the 
opportunity to leverage our technology in such a way that we can advance the understanding of particle 
flow physics for the member companies, and the industry as a whole,” said Ravindra Aglave, Director – 
Chemical Processing, CD-adapco. 

http://www.asminternational.org/materials-resources/online-databases/-/journal_content/56/10192/15467873/DATABASE
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PSRI is an international consortium of companies focused on research in the fluidization, solids 
transport, and other fluid-particle areas that span the petrochemical, chemical, energy, mining and 
materials industrial sectors. For over four decades, PSRI has amassed an extensive amount of design 
data on all aspects of fluidization, entrainment, pneumatic conveying, attrition, distributor design, 
standpipes, solids transfer, and circulating fluidized beds using a state-of-the-art research facility that 
emphasizes large-scale equipment. 
PSRI has and continues to use the fundamentals to develop design correlations and techniques that are 
among the best and most useful in the field. PSRI is driven in applying these fundamentals toward 
commercial success. 
“We are excited about our new relationship with CD-adapco, as they have the tools for us to better 
understand how particles interact with fluid and with each other,” said Dr. Ray Cocco, President and 
CEO of PSRI. “It will provide us with the fundamental physics needed for commercial applications.” 
With over 30 years of experience in delivering industrial strength engineering simulation, sustained 
engineering success is a CD-adapco objective. The company’s primary goal is to help its customers 
succeed through the application of engineering simulation, driving innovation in their products and 
reducing the engineering time and cost associated with bringing those products to market. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

CNC Software Appoints President 
22 May 2015 

CNC Software Inc. has appointed Meghan Summers-West as company president. Her father and 
previous president Mark Summers (now chairman), who founded the company with his brothers, made 
the announcement. Mr. Summers also said that with the rapid consolidation of many CAD/CAM 
companies, this decision represents a continuation of CNC Software’s strengths as a private entity. 
Ms. Summers-West has served as operations manager for the company since 2009. She earned a 
bachelor’s degree in business at Bentley College and an MBA in Management at Hawaii Pacific 
University. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC to Expand its Utah Operations Again 
26 May 2015  

EMC Corporation, along with the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED) Board, 
announced that EMC will expand its operations in Draper, creating 700 jobs and an estimated $62 
million in capital investment. The announcement came as part of a special board meeting held at the 
Capitol.  
Utah’s booming IT sector has gained national attention and continues to be an integral part of our 
economy,” said Gov. Gary R. Herbert. “EMC has been a major partner in building Utah’s Silicon 
Slopes, and we are grateful for their positive impact. We look forward to their future contributions.” 
EMC operates one of eight global “Centers of Excellence” in Draper. The company’s Utah facility, 
selected for both location and access to a skilled workforce, provides a variety of IT and client services, 
including serving U.S. federal agencies and global customers.  

http://emc.com/
http://business.utah.gov/
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 “EMC is excited to continue our journey in Draper,” said Vance Checketts, Vice President and General 
Manager of EMC’s Utah operations. “We are extremely pleased with the progress the company has seen 
during the last several years, and the strong partnership we have formed with both community and 
government leaders. EMC prides itself on being an employer of choice, not only globally, but locally as 
well, and it was an honor to be recognized by Utah Business Magazine as a ‘Best Large Company to 
Work For.’ We look forward to continuing to strengthen our relationship with the community.”   
EMC’s expansion plans to create 700 jobs in the next 10 years. The total wages, including medical 
benefits, in aggregate are expected to exceed 125 percent of the county wage. The projected new state 
wages over the life of the agreement are expected to be approximately $207.5 million. Projected new 
state tax revenues, as a result of corporate, payroll and sales taxes, are estimated to be $9.1 million over 
10 years. The expansion is expected to generate an estimated $62 million in capital investment. 
“Utah has experienced intense growth in the tech industry in recent years and EMC has been a 
significant part of that expansion,” said Jeff Edwards president and CEO of the Economic Development 
Corporation of Utah (EDCUtah.) “EMC could have chosen to go anywhere in the world but picked 
Utah. Their commitment to creating strong career opportunities in Utah has helped the state become one 
of the leading markets for tech talent growth.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fujitsu reorganizes network business 
28 May 2015 

Fujitsu has decided to make some changes in the network-area to address changes in the market 
environment. 
”The market environment for the network business is undergoing a major transformation as competition 
intensifies with entrants from industries beyond the industry's conventional boundaries, and as the 
industry's business model continues to transition from a focus on hardware to a focus on services, in the 
context of advancing network virtualization technologies”, Fujitsu writes.  
To address these changes in the market environment, Fujitsu is changing its business organization, 
which had been organized by product, to a new structure organized by function. The change is made in 
order to increase the speed of further advances in network virtualization, the provision of global, 
general-purpose products that take maximum advantage of advanced technologies, and the creation of 
new services that meet the wide variety of needs of network users for the emerging IoT(1) era, the 
company writes.  
As of October 1, 2015, Fujitsu Limited will, through mergers, absorb Fujitsu Telecom Networks Limited 
and Fujitsu Wireless Systems Limited. 
In integrating the manufacturing functions of Fujitsu Telecom Networks and Fujitsu Wireless Systems, 
Fujitsu Limited will, as of October 1, 2015, establish a new company, Fujitsu Telecom Networks 
Limited, which will have overall responsibility for manufacturing network products, with the Oyama 
Plant as its primary production facility. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy's 'Development of Decommissioning Engineering Platform Based on 3D 
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Plant Model' Project Wins 2014 Bentley Be Inspired Award 
24 May 2015 
Bentley Systems,announced that Hitachi- GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd.'s project "Development of 
Decommissioning Engineering Platform Based on 3D Plant Model" has won a 2014 Be 
Inspired Award. The project won in the "Innovation in Power Generation" category. The 2014 Be 
Inspired Awards winners were selected by nine independent panels of jurors comprising distinguished 
industry experts. The awards honor the extraordinary work of Bentley users improving and sustaining 
the world's infrastructure, recognizing outstanding and innovative project achievements in infrastructure 
design, construction, and operations. 

The Hitachi- GE Nuclear Energy project was prompted by the Japanese government's decision to 
decommission all nuclear reactors that are more than 40 years old. By the 2040s, decommissioning will 
peak at more than 50 percent of Japan's domestic plants. 

Decommissioning nuclear power plants takes as many as several thousand workers, 10 years, and a cost 
of JPY 36 to 77 billion per reactor. The objective of the project was to accurately calculate the amount 
of waste materials that must be managed as radioactive substances for each nuclear power plant. With 
the help of MicroStation's 3D modeling capabilities and i-models, the Hitachi- GE Nuclear Energy joint 
venture assessed the radiation dose for workers, the number of man-hours and amount of radioactive 
waste materials generated from the demolition, demolition procedure data, and residual radioactivity. 

Anne-Marie Walters, Bentley industry marketing director, process manufacturing and resources 
industries, said, "The Be Inspired Awards jurors selected this project for its innovative approach to an 
extreme engineering challenge - an approach that fully leveraged the ability of i-models to integrate 
geometric volumes with complex data. The jurors commended the Hitachi- GE Nuclear Energy team for 
carefully and methodically thinking through the disassembly process of nuclear plants and changing the 
approach from the traditional consideration of plant weight to the consideration of plant volume. This 
enabled the team to take into account the radiation dose rate from each part of the plant. The team was 
then able to develop a safe, rational, and cost-effective approach to decommissioning Japan's aging 
nuclear power plants. On behalf of my colleagues at Bentley, I congratulate Hitachi- GENuclear Energy 
on these extraordinary accomplishments." 

Masato Oura, Hitachi- GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd., Nuclear Power Business Development & Management 
Division, chief project manager, said, "In the future, a number of Japan's nuclear power plants will begin 
to exceed the 40-year maximum operating life established by the government and, therefore, will need to 
be decommissioned. In preparation for this monumental task, we need to accurately estimate the safety 
of the decommissioning process, the amount of radioactive waste material that will need to be managed 
during each decommissioning, and the cost involved. This project enabled us to prove an approach that 
accurately estimates the amount of radioactive material involved by converting data from Hitachi- GE 's 
own CAD system, in conjunction with a customization of Bentley's MicroStation 3D information 
modeling system and i-models. As a result of the project's tremendous success, we would like to 
promote the further use and development of this system." 
 Click here to return to Contents 

HP to set up regional centre in Croatia 
28 May 2015 

https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
https://www.zawya.com/middle-east/company/profile/1001004/GE/
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The Croatian capital Zagreb has been selected by HP as its centre for the Adriatic region, reports 
Poslovni Dnevnik. HP is in the process of splitting into the two business units HP Inc and Hewlett-
Packard Enterprise, and it will have a number of regional management positions in Croatia for both 
companies. HP is one of the largest IT companies in Croatia and the largest seller of personal computers. 
HP will close its office in Ljubljana (Slovenia), but will maintain a presence in Belgrade (Serbia). 

Click here to return to Contents 

ManTech Awarded $16 Million Task Order for U.S. Army Tactical Communications Software 
Support 
26 May 2015 

The U.S. Army Contracting Command–Aberdeen Proving Ground has awarded ManTech International 
Corporation a task order to provide tactical communications software support to the Army’s Software 
Engineering Center (SEC). The cost-plus-fixed-fee task order was awarded under the Software and 
Systems Engineering Services contract and has a 12-month base period of performance and one 12-
month option period, with a potential total value to ManTech of $16.2 million. 
Under the contract, ManTech will provide post-deployment and post-production software lifecycle 
support to the Software Engineering Center (SEC) Command, Control, and Communications - Tactical 
(C3T), Communications Division for the Army’s Warfighter Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) 
Increment One. 
"WIN-T is one of the keys to maintaining superiority on the battlefield," said Daniel J. Keefe, president 
and chief operating officer of ManTech's Mission Solutions & Services Group. “ManTech is proud to be 
selected to provide communications expertise and software engineering capabilities in support of the 
Army’s tactical communications mission.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble Establishes Two New BuildingPoint Distribution Partners in the U.S. to Serve Building 
Construction Industry 
29 May 2015 
Trimble announced today that two new BuildingPoint™ distribution partners have been established in 
the U.S.—BuildingPoint Florida and BuildingPoint Mid-America. These latest additions join the 
growing BuildingPoint network that provides focused sales and services with a portfolio of software and 
hardware solutions for the Design-Build-Operate (DBO) lifecycle of buildings. 
BuildingPoint distribution partners represent Trimble Buildings' solutions that allow users to create and 
transfer constructible models throughout the DBO lifecycle—from concept and design to the field and 
back to the office again. The solutions utilize sensors, 3D positioning, data, Building Information 
Modeling (BIM), communications and analytics. The emergence of these technologies, along with the 
ability to integrate them within a comprehensive information architecture, provides an unprecedented 
capability to improve productivity, schedule adherence and cost discipline. Trimble's expanded 
information architecture enables these improvements by significantly improving project transparency 
and collaboration, which leads to much tighter integration of the elements of building design, building 
construction and post-completion building operation. 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.buildingpoint.com/
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BuildingPoint will provide the primary vehicle for bringing Trimble's DBO solutions to the market. 
Experienced construction professionals in each regional BuildingPoint will support users in achieving 
the optimal construction technology solution for each project. This support will consist of a combination 
of hardware and software, consulting, virtual design and construction services, personalized training and 
technical support.     
Trimble is establishing a network of BuildingPoint distribution partners in the 
Americas, Europe and Asia/Pacific regions. For more information on BuildingPoint Distribution 
Partners, visit:   www.buildingpoint.com.  
The two new BuildingPoints include:  

BuildingPoint Florida:  BuildingPoint Florida was formed with a new distribution partner, headquartered 
in Tampa with a planned location in Miami. BuildingPoint Florida focuses on Trimble Buildings' 
solutions for contractors and construction managers throughout the state of 
Florida.  www.buildingpointflorida.com  
 

BuildingPoint Mid-America:  BuildingPoint Mid-America was formed from three dealers: the building 
construction field solutions businesses of Seiler Instrument and Precision Products, and the Prolog® 
project management business of Byrne Software Technologies, Inc. Headquartered in St. Louis, 
Missouri, with a planned location in Nashville, Tennessee, BuildingPoint Mid-America focuses on 
Trimble Buildings' solutions for contractors and construction managers 
throughout Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas, Tennessee andKentucky. www.buildingpointmidame
rica.com    
 Click here to return to Contents 

Event News  
Delcam CRISPIN’s new ShoeMaker Pro for footwear design at Shoes & Leather Fair 
26 May 2015 

Delcam CRISPIN will demonstrate the 2015 R2 version of its ShoeMaker Pro CAD software for the 
design of all types of footwear at the Shoes & Leather Fair to be held in Guangzhou, China, from 1st to 
3rd June.  This latest release includes special editing tools to adapt an existing sole to a new upper 
design, more efficient tools for upper design, such as edge gimping, stitch-down simulation and a new 
jewellery library, plus improvements to the KeyShot rendering and the ability to export models in 
Apple’s iBook Widget format for viewing on iPads and iPhones. 
ShoeMaker Pro is the only CAD program for the footwear industry that integrates fully the 3D design of 
uppers and soles, so allowing the complete 3D CAD model of the shoe to be developed and visualised 
within a single system.  This integrated approach benefits all footwear designers, but is particularly 
advantageous for companies making sports shoes and other designs that include complex soles. 
In ShoeMaker Pro 2015 R2, it has been made easier to take an existing sole design and adapt it to a new 
upper design.  Using an existing sole design can shorten the overall development process, while the new 
alignment tools make 3D modelling of the shoe quicker and easier. 
Two new tools allow the shape of the sole to be edited, either by using the bending tool to match a flat 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.buildingpoint.com/
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.buildingpointflorida.com/
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.buildingpointmidamerica.com/
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.buildingpointmidamerica.com/
http://www.footwear-cadcam.com/software/3d-shoe-design/index.asp
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sole to the profile of the upper or by using the box morphing tool to reshape the sole to match the last. 
Another new option allows stitch-down construction to be modelled.  As with the other stitching options 
in ShoeMaker, various types of stitching can be trialled, with different stitch sizes and spacing. 
The main enhancement to the KeyShot rendering in ShoeMaker is the ability to produce a render of a 
pair of shoes by mirroring the design automatically to generate the second shoe in the image.  Once they 
have been created, the pair exist as separate models within KeyShot so their positions and colouring can 
be altered independently.  The new version also recognises any duplicated features in the model, such as 
a set of eyelets around the lace holes, and treats them as ‘instances’ of the same geometry.  This gives a 
‘lighter’ model that can be imported into KeyShot, and then moved within it, more quickly. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ETRAGE to Present “Integration Examples between PTC Windchill & Microsoft SharePoint” at the 
PTC Live Global Conference 2015, Nashville 
27 May 2015 

ETRAGE, as Sponsor of the Event, announce that they will be presenting at the PTC® Live Global 
Conference, PTC’s Premier User Group meeting, held at the Opryland Hotel, in Nashville, 
TN.                                                                   
“Integration Examples between PTC® Windchill® & Microsoft® SharePoint®” is Session Part109, 
Monday June 8th, 4:00 pm, Room Hermitage E. 
This presentation will demonstrate four products.  The first product is for change request management, 
the second is for searching for documents in Windchill from a SharePoint interface, the third is for 
browsing for documents in Windchill and the forth is to approve Windchill tasks from within 
SharePoint.  
Last year PTC discontinued support for Web Parts for SharePoint in Windchill 10.2. The ETRAGE 
integration solution is positioned to fill this void and provide extended functionality. 
ETRAGE has developed tools that provide a bidirectional communication between Windchill and 
SharePoint.  Changes initiated in Windchill are passed to SharePoint where they can be reviewed and 
updated. SharePoint updates are automatically transferred back into Windchill.  Various types of 
applications can also be developed where Windchill attributes, CAD parameters, BOMs, viewable files 
of CAD documents, Windchill documents or SharePoint metadata can be transferred back and forth 
between the applications. 
In addition, in the exhibit hall ETRAGE will have demonstrations of the PTC Windchill – ERP 
integration solutions, ETRAGE Plot Service™ for PTC Windchill, ETRAGE Bulk Loader™, ETRAGE 
Quality Server™, ETRAGE Smart PDF™, ETRAGE Drawing Notes Search™, ETRAGE Model Clean-
up Utilities™ and ETRAGE Viewer™. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Implementation Investments 
Dassault Systèmes’ builds Expo Milano 3D experience 
26 May 2015 

Expo Milano 2015 has developed an online 3D experience powered by Dassault Systèmes’ 
3DEXPERIENCE platform.  The experience will enable virtual visitors to discover the expo’s eco-
sustainability theme, ‘Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life’. World Expo 2015 is currently taking place in 
Milan and will run until October 31st. 
The event will examine the challenge of balancing nutrition for mankind with respect for the planet’s 
resources. 
To support this focus and make the event accessible to all, Expo Milano 2015 is creating an online, 
virtual model of the one million square meter exhibition site.  Virtual visitors will be able to immerse 
themselves in a real-time 3D universe and explore the venue’s buildings at their own pace, starting in 
December 2014 and throughout the event’s duration.  
Interactive 3D features, 360° views, sound effects and high definition images will bring the event to life 
in a visual, vibrant and informative manner, and help contribute to global awareness of the planet’s 
nutritional resources. 
“Expo Milano 2015 is expected to be one of the largest international events of the decade and the subject 
of nutrition and sharing sustainable solutions resonate in any corner of the globe,” said Giuseppe Sala, 
commissioner of the government of Italy for Expo Milano 2015.  “Reduction of waste and eco-friendly 
food choices are sample topics that will be featured during the event.     ‘ 
“In parallel, creating a 3D tool that offers access to virtual visitors who otherwise would not be able to 
attend or who wish to complement their visit makes what will take place that much more compelling.” 
At Expo Milano 2015, over 20 million attendees will experience cultural and culinary traditions and 
technologies involved in food production from over 140 exhibiting countries, in addition to participating 
in events, shows, conferences and meetings that address the environment and urbanisation. 
“Society as a whole is placing increasing demands for its survival on a planet with diminishing 
resources, and we must address this reality or risk the well-being of future generations,” added Bernard 
Charlès, president, Dassault Systèmes.  
“Only through seeing and experiencing can society fully discover how a harmony between product, 
nature and life can positively impact the planet. 
“By offering visualisation tools that provide meaningful 3D experiences, we can help inspire 
imagination and innovation that will meet this challenge and create a more sustainable future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Deck Company Swam With Alphacam When Thrown In The Deep End   
28 May 2015 

As the UK’s only production manufacturer of teak decks with full depth seams for boats and yachts, 
Moody Decking and Services produces several thousand square metres of predominantly CNC 
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programmed decking a year, using Alphacam software. The first time Alphacam was used in 
conjunction with their state-of-the-art digital scanner, it was a real sink or swim affair.  
Boats priced from £5,000 up to £120m use Hampshire based Moody Decking’s teak decks, as their 
unique construction process ensures the decks last considerably longer than decks produced with 
traditional rebated seams. 
Martin and Scott Moody are the fifth generation of their family to work in the boating industry. The 
current company has been making decks for 10 years, supplying to 12 high end boatyards, with custom 
one-offs for individual owners. Previous family enterprises stretch back 200 years and have included 
building dinghies and wartime landing craft, yacht construction, repair/maintenance, yacht brokerage 
and running marinas.  
Martin Moody explains the difference between conventional decking and decks manufactured using his 
company’s own process: “To keep the planks evenly spaced, a traditionally built deck will have a 4mm 
wide seam, rebated to 3 – 4mm for a 6mm deck, leaving 3mm of teak at the bottom used to control the 
seam width. Caulking is only added to the sides of a seam, not the base, so it can expand and contract in 
the sun. As the decking wears down over the years, the rebates end up with only 1mm of caulking 
attachment, so when people walk over it, the seams are pulled out." 
“This doesn’t happen as quickly with Moody decks, because our special manufacturing procedure 
creates full depth seams, adding substantial life to the deck, potentially doubling the life of the product. 
The Moody Decking caulked seam has no rebate; the caulking is the full depth of the seam in every 
case, regardless of the thickness of the deck. Our teak thickness varies between 6mm and 18mm, 
depending on the size of the boat. As an example, our 6mm decks have a full 6mm of caulking, while a 
conventional rebated deck only has 3 – 4mm.”  

In his opinion, the combination of their digitising system and Alphacam CAD/CAM software slashes 
average production from around 12 weeks to less than a fortnight, including drying time. “It’s been a 
real game changer for us, giving us the opportunity to increase our work load because our turnaround is 
now so much quicker and efficient, as well as reducing the required floor space.”   
Their scanner digitises up to 100 metres with extreme accuracy. They then smooth the shape out to 
tolerance with Rhino before exporting it into Alphacam to undertake the design and styling process 
incorporating butt patterns, snapes, etc., and thus creating the deck to each customer’s remit.   
Digitising and CAD technician, Jarrod Hulett, says moving from CAD to CAM in Alphacam is seamless 
and quick. “An Alphacam program contains around 10 planks wide for a 12-foot boat, rising to more 
than 150 for a 100-foot vessel. Once we’ve located the planks and inserted them into the jigs, the 
process is extremely straight forward as we only cut the planks in 2D with machining styles.” 
Different customers and projects require different material thicknesses between 6mm and 18mm. This 
requires varying toolpaths and number of cutting passes within the program.  As the Alphacam post 
processor which controls their two SCM Pratix routers and their Rye machine includes material 
thicknesses, he can then simply click on the NC output to send everything the CNC machine tools need 
to start cutting the teak to the correct specifications.  
Martin Moody explains that using the scanner in conjunction with Alphacam for the first time several 
years ago was a real sink or swim situation. “It was the biggest job we’d undertaken at that 
time...decking for a 100-foot yacht. We knew we couldn’t achieve the quick turnaround time required by 
the customer without using this system; we had developed the processes required in our minds for some 
time, and had the technical support contacts in place. This was the right time to proceed. Everything was 
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then installed and we just had to trust the system – which worked perfectly for us.” 
“It links the digitising, drawing and design packages together, and means we’ve moved on from hand 
tooling and then digitising individual small component parts, to the whole operation being done in one 
seamless design and production process, increasing speed of service, accuracy and guaranteed 
repetition.”  
The process has subsequently been sped up even further with a number of Alphacam macros. Three of 
these involve extrapolating the planking from their angled positions and fully preparing it for insertion 
into the jig, which he says has turned a 2 week job on a large boat into just a week. A fourth macro 
enables a multiple offset to be done from the same line.  
“Another great benefit is that we don’t need to keep thousands of templates. When a customer wants a 
replacement deck in 20 years’ time, we’ve got the required toolpaths on an Alphacam program and can 
go straight to cutting it. Of course, accidents happen on boats. Planks can be damaged by items being 
dropped or occasionally through collisions. If we’re sent a picture showing where the damaged planks 
are in the deck, we simply cut the individual new parts, be that in plank or panel form, for the owner or 
crew to install. 
“Alphacam has revolutionised our production process and we continue to work with the Alphacam 
engineers to improve and refine our processes into the future.” 
Part of the Vero Software Group, Alphacam is a leading CAM solution providing productivity, 
reliability and flexibility. Vero has direct offices in the UK, Germany, Italy, France, Japan, USA, Brazil, 
Netherlands, China, South Korea, Spain and India supplying products to more than 45 countries through 
its wholly owned subsidiaries and reseller network. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ERBUD Extends Cooperation with ZWCAD Design 
27 May 2015 

ZWCAD Design announces that The ERBUD Group upgraded ZWCAD+ licenses and repurchased 
ZWCAD+. ZWCAD+ ensures fast transfer of project files between designers and contractors, so that 
ERBUD is able to review design projects in a more efficient way. 
  
ERBUD is one of the leading construction companies in Poland with over 24 years of experience in the 
industry. With 1,700 employees, it performs as a general contractor and a subcontractor in the 
commercial, public utility structures, power, housing and road-engineering sectors in Poland and other 
European countries, mainly in Germany and Belgium. ERBUD is a public company listed on the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hyder uses Autodesk software for Doha Expressway project 
27 May 2015 

Hyder Consulting, which was commissioned by Qatar’s Public Works Authority (Ashghal) to design 
and supervise a new six-lane expressway project in Doha, has used intelligent 3D modelling and 
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Autodesk software to overcome the complex design challenges. 
The project, part of Qatar’s extensive Expressway Programme, employed software such as Autodesk 
AutoCAD Civil 3D, Autodesk Navisworks, and Autodesk 3ds Max to configure the expressway, 
associated structures, and utilities within extremely narrow corridors, according to Autodesk. 
The project features some of the narrowest road corridors – some of which are just 40 m wide - in order 
to minimise additional land taking. 
The effective use of model-based design, analysis, simulation, and visualisation helped the London-
based multinational design and engineering consultancy to overcome complex design challenges, 
leading to a more efficient use of resources, and resulting in more rapid and informed decision making, 
said Autodesk. 
In association with BIM (building information modelling) service provider Hochtief ViCon, Hyder is 
using Autodesk Navisworks Manage to help improve the efficiency and global collaboration of design 
teams across three continents. 
Navisworks software is helping the design teams identify and locate clashes, and determine the 
disciplines involved. Regular updates of the consolidated model are viewable on stand-alone kiosks in 
Hyder’s design offices, creating virtual windows into the project for all members of the design team, 
said the company. 
During detailed design, the Navisworks model will be linked with the construction schedule for 4D 
construction simulation, planning, and sequencing. 
Hyder had also commissioned Hochtief ViCon to create photorealistic project visualisations that will 
highlight the surface features and surrounding built environment of the project, as well as the complex 
underground utilities and structures that few people ever see or appreciate in civil engineering projects. 
These visualisations will be utilised as part of Ashghal’s social and public relations campaigns to ensure 
that the public and stakeholders can be made aware of the features and complexities of the project, it 
added. 
For the future asset management and operation of the expressway, Ashghal is spearheading an asset 
management system for infrastructure, where all elements of the design are richly populated with 
metadata. As a part of that effort, Hyder is working to create an asset information model for the project, 
adding asset information required for the efficient operation and maintenance of each element. 
US-based KBR is the project management consultant delivering the Expressway Programme, which will 
provide vital transportation links across Qatar connecting key cities, towns, and villages with high-
quality national freeways and urban arterial routes. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra supports Brioni's product development 
27 May 2015 

Lectra is pleased to announce that Brioni has adopted Lectra Fashion PLM to support them streamline 
their product development process. Following the brand's recent takeover by Kering Group, Brioni set 
up a new organization in order to realign with the French luxury group's strategic business growth plan. 
This decision implied the implementation of a new core process and rethinking ways of working 
between teams. The Italian luxury menswear brand needed to better control information flows between 
different working groups while maintaining its high level of quality, high-end clothing. Lectra's 
expertise and best-practice experience in the fashion industry made the difference. The Lectra team 
began with a process analysis, followed by regular trainings to share best practices and ensure that the 
implementation met users' needs and expectations. 
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Lectra Fashion PLM will help Brioni teams manage the entire fashion development process by 
optimizing costs and facilitating different distribution channel deliveries. Having a single platform will 
enable managers to monitor activities, which facilitates early decision-making in the collection. This 
will allow for the monitoring of improvements and the identification of blocking points as development 
progresses, both at management and execution levels. 
"Over the past years, we have built a trusted partnership with Brioni. We are proud to collaborate with 
Brioni, a company admired around the world, and will continue to support their global strategy," 
concludes Daniel Harari, Lectra CEO. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Out of Africa and Into the Future: Oldest Tools on Earth Captured Using Cutting-edge Technology 
29 May 2015 

A momentous scientific discovery was recently uncovered in Kenya – the oldest stone tools known to 
man.  The tools date back to 3.3 million years ago and push back the beginning of the archaeological 
record by more than a half million years.  These historical findings are detailed in an article published 
last week in Nature Magazine (May 20, 2015).  Now, through the power of Autodesk technology, people 
all around the world will have the chance to share in this major scientific discovery. 
Dr. Louise Leakey, in collaboration with Autodesk, used Memento technology to create high quality 3D 
digital replicas of the stone tool artifacts, for preservation, education and further research. Memento is 
Autodesk’s cutting-edge free software that enables users to convert photos or scans into 3D models to be 
optimized for the web or mobile viewing, or 3D printing.  Have a glimpse of the 3.3 million year old 
tools via Autodesk Viewer: 
“Autodesk Memento has been instrumental in my work, allowing me to share fascinating evidence of 
human evolution with people around the world,” Leakey said.  “Memento is powerful, yet simple 
enough for a non-CAD expert to use.  It has allowed me to operate everything on my own, without 
relying on a team member or CAD expert, which suits my hands-on style of working.” 
“Powerful technologies are accessible to everyone today, but due to complexity often people can’t use 
the tools themselves, unless they’ve had extensive training or have a software background,” added 
Tatjana Dzambazova, product manager and technology whisperer at Autodesk.  “Memento is a tool for 
digitizing real objects that any professional can use.  It combines multiple technology tools in one single 
workflow.  It’s easy and fun to use, scalable and has a toolset to prepare high definition 3D digital 
models made from reality for many different use cases and purposes.” 
Using a variety of capture devices and Autodesk Memento to prepare and present the digitized artifacts, 
Leakey is spearheading an initiative to place digital models of key fossil collections in a virtual 
laboratory, African Fossils, where scholars and enthusiasts can explore, interact with online, download 
and 3D print the models. The site also offers an opportunity for scientists to get an overview of the 
available fossils and to enter scientific research discussions with the Turkana Basin Institute and 
Leakey’s team.  To date, more than 100 fossils are available for experiential purposes, with additional 
specimens being added regularly. 
Leakey began working with Autodesk in 2011 when she was awarded a grant to digitize a number of 
fossils from the collection of the National Museums of Kenya.  Since that time, Autodesk has been 
helping Leakey by further developing technologies to help digitize, fabricate and make her discoveries 
available to everyone on www.africanfossils.org, and at the same time learning from her and her team 
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how to make this technology even more accessible to wide audiences of users. 
Leakey’s archaeological work and Autodesk’s technology are enabling people from all over the world to 
examine and interact with ancient fossils, which previously were available only to a select few. 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

PTC and NTT DOCOMO to Extend Uses of ThingWorx IoT Development Solution 
28 May 2015 

PTC  and NTT DOCOMO, INC., Japan's largest mobile service provider, are expanding their 
relationship to extend the use of the ThingWorx® IoT Development Platform at DOCOMO in order to 
streamline use of cloud-based IoT platforms. Serving more than 65 million mobile customers, 
DOCOMO operates a high-quality nationwide LTE networks. 
PTC and DOCOMO will continue to jointly market IoT solutions that are specifically developed for the 
Japanese market. ThingWorx will provide its IoT development platform for DOCOMO cloud-based 
software, taking advantage of its connectivity and communication technology to implement IoT 
solutions. Together with Nippon Systemware, a Tokyo-based system integrator with a proven track 
record in software and hardware development, the companies will deliver solutions that customers can 
use, utilizing the DOCOMO high-quality, nationwide mobile network to serve the specific needs of its 
individual business customers. 
"The extension of our business relationship with DOCOMO is a great opportunity for businesses that 
want a single source for device, network and IoT solutions," said Russ Fadel, president, ThingWorx, a 
PTC Business. "We look forward to continue working with DOCOMO to drive business value in the 
emerging IoT market." 
ThingWorx offers an innovative platform for rapidly developing and deploying applications to realize 
the opportunity and value presented by the Internet of Things economy. The ThingWorx simplified and 
unified approach to IoT applications enables companies to iteratively innovate business processes 
significantly faster than conventional methods and tools, thus accelerating time to value, reducing cost 
and risk, and transforming how products, people, and systems connect and interact. 
"The ThingWorx technology enables us to rapidly generate applications that are easily extended and 
modified through the lifecycle of the service, giving us the ability to quickly respond to the demands of 
our business customers," said Naoki Tani, managing director, M2M business department, NTT 
DOCOMO. "We look forward to continuing our work with PTC to offer our business customers this 
joint, next generation IoT solution." 
PTC and DOCOMO expect to offer business customers customizable solutions that will seamlessly 
integrate applications, networks and devices, helping them to transform their businesses in the IoT 
market. 
The ThingWorx partner ecosystem offers a wide range of applications, pre-integrated software 
components, and skills providing the necessary building blocks required to rapidly design, build, deploy 
and manage IoT applications. Comprised of components that are built 
by ThingWorx,ThingWorx partners, third party developers, and independent hardware and software 
vendors, these offerings add value to all members of the IoT value chain by delivering the technology, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com&esheet=51096239&newsitemid=20150506005206&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=31ca6e1f4c9bf929f9e6ef0ec8190dd3
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tools and expertise to implement IoT solutions. 
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Woodland’s Three Keywords From Cabinet Vision 
26 May 2015 

Confidence. Flexibility. Visibility. Those are the three keywords that Cabinet Vision software provide 
for one of Northern Ireland’s leading kitchen, bedroom and cabinet companies. 
Woodland Kitchens, a family-run business founded in Ballymena over 30 years ago by Brian 
McCloskey, who is still Managing Director, is at the forefront of design, manufacture and installation of 
high-end, ultra-contemporary and traditional kitchens and bedrooms. 
All their units are created in a purpose-built 90,000 square foot factory in Rasharkin, using computer 
controlled manufacturing technology combined with traditional craftsmanship, and are supplied fully 
made up.  
Design Technician Sean Quinn says Cabinet Vision is an essential part of their design process. “It gives 
us a clear vision of what we’re aiming to produce, and the confidence that what we design will be 
replicated in the workshop. We’ll take an initial brief on the specifications, and Cabinet Vision’s wizard 
makes it so easy for us to construct a base unit. That’s always our starting point.” 
Then comes the flexibility of bringing in materials of different thicknesses and finishes, regardless of the 
unit design. “We simply toggle between the materials, and have total confidence that the unit will fit 
within the parameters that we set.”  
As well as a fast design time – he says it takes around half an hour to design a full kitchen in Cabinet 
Vision – it also gives what they call “essential visibility” on how all the cabinets interlink. It is this 
additional detail of the through-section displays that they find to be a tremendous advantage.  
“Most design packages are primarily for floor plan layouts. They show how the finished cabinets and 
doors will look, but don’t go into construction detail. Someone may use software like that to design 
something which looks good, but it doesn’t work when it comes to putting everything together. Cabinet 
Vision overcomes those issues by giving me all the details I need to be fully confident that my designs 
can be machined and constructed perfectly. 
“With Cabinet Vision I can design a unit that isn’t just a block of a certain height by a certain width and 
certain depth...I know the position of the shelves, where the feet will go and how the fixing components 
are going to interlock the units together, down to the finest detail.” 
And he says because Cabinet Vision shows movement systems such as hinges, drawers, extensions and 
angles, those can be tested at the CAD design stage, giving confidence that the fitters won’t have any 
issues at the customer’s home. 
Overall, he feels designing with Cabinet Vision is three times faster than using other software packages. 
“And even then, they don’t give the specifics of construction elements. So it’s not just time saving with 
Cabinet Vision; we get flexibility and full visibility, which gives that all important confidence of 
knowing that what we see at the CAD stage will be faithfully replicated when we start cutting wood.” 
And with Cabinet Vision being fully parametric they can take an existing design and tweak it to create 
something new. Sean Quinn keeps all his programs as a starting point, or base program, for other 
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projects. “We can set up rules for how we want a cabinet to respond, and with a couple of mouse clicks 
we can transform what we’ve done previously into a new program.” 
He says whenever they design a cabinet and position a shelf or hinge hole, with tooling attached to that 
operation, Cabinet Vision gives them the ability to view the part as an individual, rather than just the 
unit as a whole.         
Even though their Solid Ultimate edition of Cabinet Vision helps them take the business to a different 
level, they are constantly pushing its boundaries and asking the support team how it can be stretched to 
achieve even more time savings. “For example, we attached an attribute to our system to include a 
specific handle drilling program where we just wanted to click a button to apply it to any panel without 
having to do it manually every time. It’s just a little tool that makes life easier. 
Once the designs have been completed, all of the manufacturing data and NC codes are sent to their 
suite of Biesse machines.  
Part of the Vero Software Group, Cabinet Vision is a leading woodwork CAD/CAM solution providing 
productivity, reliability and flexibility. 
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Product News 
BIMobject® releases BIMscript and LENA - turning Mechanical CAD into intelligent BIM Objects 
28 May 2015 

BIMobject today announces an innovative technology and solution designed to streamline and accelerate 
the process of BIM content creation.  

The technology is BIMscript(TM), an open and freely available scripting language as well as a BIM 
object authoring solution, BIMobject® LENA. 
The solution is scalable and can describe products and components in a very intelligent way, creating 
configurable objects with parametric variations and different levels of detail. BIMscript is a subset of the 
C programming language and enables smart objects to be created in BIMobject® LENA and then hosted 
and managed in the BIMobject® cloud. 
Operating in the cloud BIMscript generates intelligent, native BIM objects in a number of formats for 
the most popular BIM applications from Autodesk, Graphisoft, and Trimble with the potential for more 
in the future. It also generates objects in commonly used formats such as IFC, 3DS, DWG and WebGL. 
A significant gap in the industry has been the lack of a modern and powerful scripting language to 
enable BIM objects to be developed freely and in several useable formats.  BIMscript includes not only 
parametric behaviors but also includes calculations, product logic, level of detail (with several levels of 
complexity of geometry and geometry combinations), and includes a huge range of properties and 
attributes. 
BIMobject® is also proud to announce LENA: an Authoring App for the mechanical 3D CAD system 
Rhino that will generate BIMscript. It is a solution in which mechanical CAD geometry can be imported 
from most Mechanical CAD systems, including industry leading products like CATIA, Solidworks, 
SolidEdge, IGES, NX, JT, Inventor and Pro E. Rhino is the host platform for BIMobject® LENA in 
which BIMscript is generated and works in combination with the modeling and optimisation features of 
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Rhino. 
BIMobject® LENA requires the developer to have a commercial license of Rhino (Windows) and an 
accreditation from BIMobject® before it can be used.  BIMobject® LENA is very easy to use and 
within it all syntax controls, testing and creation of the generated BIMscript takes place. The result is an 
advanced and unique solution to create parametric and intelligent BIM objects from Mechanical CAD 
data. BIMobject® LENA is directly connected to the BIMobject® Cloud providing a seamless 
workflow to publish objects and also includes connection to the corresponding product information 
stored in property sets in the BIMobject Cloud. 
With the release of BIMobject® LENA for Rhino and BIMscript, BIMobject® can now offer partners, 
3rd party developers, manufacturers and even users of the new platform - Hercules - a new streamlined 
process to transition from Mechanical CAD to intelligent BIM objects, managed through cloud services. 
With this new technology and solution, BIMobject® takes another significant leap forward as the 
indisputable leader and frontrunner in BIM for construction product manufacturers and Digital 
Construction Content Management. 
BIMscript is freely available and will be enhanced continuously by BIMobject to satisfy the needs of 
developers, BIM object authors and manufacturers that want to create their own objects. To enable many 
developers to use BIMscript quickly, BIMobject® will host its first Hackathon, in Budapest, in 
September, at which developers, partners and manufacturers will be trained and accredited. More info to 
come. 
"It has been a dream come true to be able to re-use the 3D geometry in PLM/PDM systems and create an 
unbroken process flow from mechanical CAD through to very smart and useable BIM objects. With 
BIMscript we are showing great leadership in the industry with innovation that very significantly 
exceeds the capabilities of all our competitors. In the coming years many millions of BIM objects have 
to be created and we need smarter, better technology to support that process. I am proud that we are the 
company building these solutions and creating the cloud infrastructure to support this paradigm shift in 
object creation" says Stefan Larsson, CEO for BIMobject AB. 
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DrawingSearcher 2015 by Docupoint Now Fully Supports All AutoCAD and MicroStation CAD 
Drawings 
29 May 2015 

Docupoint announces the release of DrawingSearcherTM 2015, the latest version of the company’s 
simple-to-use and innovative CAD search engine for CAD drawings across an organizations entire 
enterprise. DrawingSearcher 2015 extends its availability to Bentley Systems MicroStation community, 
making available a vast CAD population that was previously unable to index and search their CAD files 
through the DrawingSearcher search engine. 
With the inclusion of MicroStation indexing, DrawingSearcher 2015 is now available for users of the 
two largest CAD formats MicroStation and AutoCAD as well as for all Microsoft Office and Adobe 
PDF and database files. Having market-leading formats fully supported enables even more users to save 
time, money, and resources by quickly and easily searching their entire CAD drawing archive. 
DrawingSearcher searches based on any word, phrase, or alpha-numeric text or number within all stored 
CAD files using basic search terms, as well as broad Boolean parameters. The 2015 release offers 
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additional improvements to make searching CAD drawing archives even simpler. Specifically, 
DrawingSearcher 15 offers new support for Plot styles as well as improvements to the Lineweights, 
Paper size, and Multipage/Viewport all of which greatly enhance the visual representation of CAD 
drawings in DWF and PDF formats that are found using DrawingSearcher. 
Among DrawingSearcher 2015s new features are enhanced security features and predictive word listings 
to make the overall user experience more intuitive and easy to use. These updates, coupled with 
MicroStation compatibility, makes the latest version of DrawingSearcher the most comprehensive, 
intuitive, and powerful CAD search engine that has ever been made available to large organizations. 
The 2015 version of DrawingSearcher builds off of Docupoints already popular platform while 
expanding our reach into other file formats, ensuring that it is not only the best AutoCAD search engine 
available, but the best search engine for CAD drawings, period, said David Hughs, President of 
Docupoint. DrawingSearcher 2015 is unique in its ability to service all of the most popular CAD formats 
in a way that improves the user experience while adding to its functionality by improving both scope of 
files that are searchable, as well as overall ease-of-use. 
For organizations that use CAD engines developed by Bentley Systems (MicroStation) and/or Autodesk 
(AutoCAD), DrawingSearcher 2015 is installed and runs in a company’s data center behind their 
firewall - ensuring that CAD drawings can be accessed, viewed and printed while maintaining strict IT 
security standards. The standard DrawingSearcher installation requires about three minutes plus roughly 
twenty minutes to configure, followed by a one-time indexing time of 3-12 seconds per file 40 percent 
faster than previous versions based on the speed of the server that DrawingSearcher is installed on 
within an organizations computer data center. Thereafter, search results appear to all the organizations 
users as almost instantaneous. 
We are excited to be able to extend support to MicroStation users, said Docupoints Hughs. Like our iOS 
and Android users, both CAD engines have their loyal followers, and we look forward to working with 
users on both platforms to make searching and finding needed CAD drawings simpler than it has ever 
been. 
For more information, please visit: http://www.docupoint.com 
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Geometric releases CAMWorks Costing, which enables machine shops to respond faster to RFQs and 
win more profitable business 
29 May 2015 

Geometric  releases CAMWorks Costing (http://www.camworks.com/costing), an add-on module to its 
existing, flagship CNC programming software, CAMWorks. It is ideal for improving the speed and 
efficiency while responding to RFQs (Requests for quote) in a machine shop. CAMWorks Costing 
speeds up the estimation process and generates accurate quotes within minutes, enabling shop owners to 
confidently respond to much higher number of RFQs. 
For most shops, the estimating process can be highly time consuming and requires special expertise that 
only a shop owner or senior machinist may possess.  In addition, most estimates involve a lot of 
guesswork, risking profitability or losing jobs. 
To address these challenges, Geometric introduces CAMWorks Costing which simplifies and 
standardizes the estimation process for machine shops. CAMWorks Costing automatically recognizes 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5kb2N1cG9pbnQuY29t
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machine like features in a job, including the ones that can be easily missed but can add significant cost 
to a job, like fillets, drafts, undercuts or odd angled holes. This significantly speeds up the estimation 
process. The cost of each feature is calculated using a database of materials, work centers, processes and 
manufacturing time-standards. 
“With CAMWorks Costing, we can help our customers develop quicker and more consistent estimates 
for the jobs they quote. This will give our customers deeper knowledge when estimating and help them 
win more profitable business”, said Jim Foster, Vice-President, Channel Sales and Marketing at 
Geometric. 
About CAMWorks 
CAMWorks, a parametric, solids-based CNC programming software system, brings in a revolutionary 
way to help machinists around the world program smarter and machine faster. CAMWorks significantly 
reduces programming time and removes the drudgery from CNC programming by using patented 
Feature Recognition technology in conjunction with full toolpath to solid-model associativity and 
knowledge-based machining. For more information go towww.camworks.com. 
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Gerber Adds 3D Tech to AccuMark CAD Software 
27 May 2015 
Gerber Technology announces the availability of 3D visualization technology as an optional module for 
AccuMark® 10, its integrated CAD pattern design, grading, planning and marker making software. 
"Virtual sampling is the answer to reducing time and cost in development and sample making," said 
Mary McFadden, director of CAD product management with Gerber Technology. "Combined with our 
AccuMark 10 software, 3D technology makes it possible to reduce and even eliminate process steps and 
interactions among design, sample making and merchandising teams to help designers optimize their 
time and speed up important feedback cycles. Our rapid development cycle will elevate AccuMark 
beyond current available systems." 
According to McFadden, 3D technology is a visualization tool that assists all along the design and 
development process. "It will help the pattern maker to know whether the pattern works in the design, 
the designer to refine the details of the creation, and to visualize the fit and comfort of the garment on 
the model, all without actually making the garment," she said. "This technology can assist all the way 
through to merchandising, where it can be used in e-commerce." 
Gerber's 3D solution leverages sophisticated 3D graphics and animation technology called Blender. The 
technology has been used widely in the animation, movie, video game and simulation industries. Its 
broad spectrum of modeling, texturing, lighting and simulation capabilities make it one of the most 
popular Open Source 3D graphics applications in the world. "Blender is an extremely robust simulation 
engine which allows us to get a realistic visualization of fit and movement of a garment. Our internal 
development team and the large global community of developers working with Blender give us a 
tremendous edge advancing the use of 3D." McFadden said. 
Gerber was one of the first to introduce pattern making software for the apparel industry. Today, 
AccuMark CAD systems are used by more than 15,000 customers, including many of the world's 
leading fashion brands. Gerber has launched technologies that have become the benchmarks for CAD 
pattern making, grading, planning and marker making software, as well as for automated spreading and 
cutting machines. 
"The applications of 3D technology are broad and will have an impact on the digital worlds of garment 
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development and merchandising, and ultimately on the physical worlds of production and fit," said Mike 
Elia, Gerber Technology's CEO. "Gerber's breadth of technology positions us to lead the way in creating 
solutions for our customers that enhance the design process, automate manufacturing workflows and 
provide full product line management." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 Mentor Graphics Announces FloTHERM XT with EDA Connectivity for Advanced Thermal 
Management 
28 May 2015 

Mentor Graphics Corporation  today announced the newest version of the FloTHERM® XT software 
product with advanced thermal management capabilities for electronic systems, printed circuit board 
(PCB) and packages of any geometric complexity. As the industry's first integrated mechanical design 
automation (MDA) and electronic design automation (EDA) electronics cooling solution, the 
FloTHERM XT product has CAD-centric technology and a robust mesher which simulates complex 
geometries with ease, speed, and accuracy. 
The new FloTHERM XT product now supports transient analysis, Joule heating, parametric studies, 
extended EDA integration capabilities, and new modeling options, including a cutting-edge ability to 
represent copper in detail for complex PCBs. These capabilities provide an ideal solution for the thermal 
simulation of electronic devices used in a broad range of markets including automotive, transportation, 
consumer electronics, industrial automation as well as aerospace and defense. 
"FloTHERM XT extended modeling, EDA interfacing capabilities and UI improvements have been well 
received by our customers as well as our consulting team," said William Maltz, president and founder, 
Electronic Cooling Solutions Inc. "We can now take raw mechanical and electrical design data for an 
electronics system through to a viable thermal model appropriate for advanced parametric analysis. The 
improvements offered by FloTHERM XT enable us to work more efficiently and to build and run 
models with a significant reduction of engineering time and effort." 
For thermal specialists and design engineers, the FloTHERM XT product provides early design virtual 
prototyping and advanced "what-if" analysis for improved product quality, minimized design iterations, 
and faster time to market. New key product capabilities include: 
 
--  Transient Analysis: time-varying analyses across all industrial applications is enabled with the 
FloTHERM XT state-of-the-art solver and intuitive user interface (UI). 
--  Component and Board Manipulation: time is saved by importing any board and component layout 
and easily modifying data for position, size, orientation, shape and modeling level prior to transfer to the 
FloTHERM XT product. 
--  Joule Heating: comprehensive analysis platform predicts current density, electric potential, and 
associated Joule heating effects in complex electronics systems, PCBs and other high-power devices - a 
valuable feature for automotive and power electronics applications. 
--  Parametric Study: a new integrated environment for defining, solving and analyzing results for 
parametric variations of geometry, attributes (e.g. material, thermal) plus solution parameters 
significantly enhances the design optimization process. 
--  EDA Tool Connectivity: a new ODB++ interface for non-Mentor Graphics® layout tools supports 
Cadence, Zuken and Altium and helps users save time by providing increased user flexibility and use of 
existing EDA data. 
--  New Modeling Options: PCB copper nets and traces are represented in full 3D detail, critical for 
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higher-fidelity solutions or high-power applications using Joule heating effects for critical devices on a 
board. 
--  Enhanced UI: easy-to-use interface and enhanced functionality enables efficient use of the 
FloTHERM XT software for an improved intuitive user experience. 
 
"We continually strive to make our advanced technologies easier to use, yet more powerful, for our 
customers - and our new FloTHERM XT product continues to deliver on this promise," stated Roland 
Feldhinkel, general manager of Mentor Graphics Mechanical Analysis Division. "This version enables 
optimum productivity for today's engineers by providing the needed power, performance and advanced 
capabilities including EDA support to handle the most complex geometries inside an easy-to-use 
environment." 
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 MSC Software’s MaterialCenter 2015 Release Delivers Material Data Integration 
28 May 2015 

MSC Software Corporation today announced the new release of MaterialCenter 2015. MaterialCenter 
2015 is a truly out-of-the-box Material Process and Data Lifecycle Management solution with direct 
integration into CAE applications that engineers regularly use. 
Highlights of this release include:                               

CAE Material Model Support 

Generate CAE models for the most popular CAE solver directly from MaterialCenter. Support for 
individual and batch generation of CAE material cards. CAE material models in MaterialCenter are 
revisionable and fully traceable. MaterialCenter provides out of the box support for: 

• Nastran 

• Marc 

• Ansys 

• Abaqus 

• LS Dyna 
MaterialCenter Explorer Integrated Client and MaterialCenter Explorer Desktop Client 
Direct integration of MaterialCenter into many of the CAE pre- and post-processing tools commonly 
used by engineers is implemented in this release. The integration provides direct support to retrieve a 
material model from MaterialCenter without leaving the native pre- and post-processing application. 
Direct integration is provided for: 

• MSC Software - Patran 2010-2014 

• MSC Software - SimXpert 2012-2013 

• MSC Software - Marc Mentat 2012-2015 

• Beta/CAE - ANSA 15 
Test Data Support 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.mscsoftware.com/
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MaterialCenter allows users to capture test methods and standards prescribed by ASTM and ISO, and 
preserve the pedigree of materials data; enabling organizations to improve product performance by 
refining tolerances used in designs. Test date is linked to design data providing full traceability across 
the entire material’s process. 
Process Management 
Data analysis and reduction are critical tasks in engineering organizations and research laboratories for 
the characterization of material properties. Traceability of reduction methods and algorithms become 
difficult when many external applications are used to analyze hundreds of test results. MaterialCenter 
2015 addresses these challenges by not only capturing test data, but also integrating with third-party 
tools such as MATLAB, Python, Java, and others to calculate and capture engineering design values in 
an automated fashion to improve the speed, efficiency, and management of data analysis. 
Enhanced Work Request Management 
MaterialCenter provides an integrated Work Request capability enabling users to manage workflow and 
approval flow in a traceable, transparent manner. Significant customer driven improvements have been 
made to ensure better collaboration and automation and improved ease-of-use. 
Web Based Material Editor 
MaterialCenter 2015 enables the user to create and edit material data directly from the browser 
environment. Along with MaterialCenter’s Excel integration, this provides a completely traceable 
system to ensure users are aware of all the modifications made to the data. 
Enhanced Plotting 
MaterialCenter provides advanced 2D plotting capabilities to graphically represent data in a variety of 
formats, including scatter plots, spider plots, pie charts and bar charts. 
 Click here to return to Contents 

 
QuadriSpace announces 2014 SP1 with enhanced Technical Illustration Tools 
29 May 2015 
QuadriSpace™ announced the immediate availability of Pages3D™ 2014 SP1, Publisher3D™ 2014 SP1 
and Document3D™ Suite 2014 SP1.  
QuadriSpace products enable companies to rapidly author compelling technical documents, create and 
publish highly informative technical illustrations and distribute 3D content for collaboration in the 
cloud.  
The new service pack includes new features and stock content that provides users with more options 
when creating custom technical illustrations.  
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Systems Integrator CuroGens Releases Product Lifecycle Management Solution for Microsoft 
Dynamics AX 
28 May 2015 

CuroGens, Inc., a Microsoft partner and global systems integrator, announces the release of CuroGens 
PLMbridge for Microsoft Dynamics AX. This integration solution bridges the information gap between the 
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Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system of a manufacturing company and its ERP platform. The 
business solution allows an OEM to easily exchange Bills of Material (BOM) data between its PLM 
application and Dynamics in order to better manage the BOM, reduce risk of errors associated with 
manual data entry and make the discrete manufacturing process efficient and repeatable. 
"We often see OEMs implementing complex PLM solutions used by engineers that don't communicate 
directly with their ERP system," said Jesper Kehlet, CEO of CuroGens. "We want to equip OEMs with 
an easily managed, comprehensive solution that enhances an OEM executive's control over the flow of 
data between engineering and operations in order to make more informed business decisions. 
PLMbridge increases efficiencies, reduces redundancies and provides an accurate, data-based foundation 
for effective product management." 
Integration of PLMbridge with an existing PLM solution, such as SolidWorks, is easily configured with 
Microsoft Dynamics AX. Once installed, OEMs can simply export data from their PLM system into 
Dynamics. The PLMbridge will then recognize future BOM alterations and seamlessly track and 
generate revised BOMs as necessary in AX. 
PLMbridge integrates vital manufacturing and business information thereby giving OEMs the ability to: 

• Eliminate potential errors or delays in production associated with manual data 
entry of PLM data into an ERP system 

• Better allocate resources by eliminating manual and redundant data entry 

• Efficiently manage engineering BOM revisions to make production manageable 
and repeatable 

• Centralize PLM records (engineering, manufacturing, production, inventory, 
purchasing, packaging) within an ERP system to share data and best practices 
across multiple business units 

• Prevent extra work for operations, engineering, manufacturing and purchasing by 
having a complete and accurate BOM at all times 

• Solve problems and reduce errors or compliance issues as data is managed easily 
from within the familiar Microsoft Dynamics AX platform 

• Ensure accurate information is accessible to make critical product decisions and 
decrease time to market 
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Tech Soft 3D Integrates HOOPS Exchange with Siemens Parasolid to Enhance Data Re-Use 
29 May 2015 

Tech Soft 3D today announced a new integration between its market-leading HOOPS Exchange 
technology and Siemens’ Parasolid® software to help developers enhance data re-use by providing easy 
access to a broad range of CAD formats. Tech Soft 3D worked closely with Siemens PLM Software to 
deliver an integrated product that helps developers leverage the full breadth of Parasolid functionality, 
even when working with imported data. 
The integration accomplishes this in a few key ways: 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.techsoft3d.com/
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• Models of any supported format are loaded into Parasolid through a single API. 

• All CAD applications based on Parasolid, including applications such as NX™ 
software, Solid Edge® software and SOLIDWORKS software have geometry 
natively imported without any kind of translation, so data remains pristine. 

• For applications not based on Parasolid, the integration uses advanced 
functionality within Parasolid to map the CAD data format to a valid Parasolid 
model. This phase resolves issues such as inconsistent tolerances, sliver faces and 
geometric discontinuities, and enables a set of surfaces to be sewn into a single, 
watertight solid. 

Additionally, HOOPS Exchange precisely imports other important data including advanced 
assembly/configuration information, PMI, Views and other metadata, giving users access to clean and 
complete data they can preserve for downstream use.   

“We rely on both HOOPS Exchange and Parasolid in our STAR-CCM+ application, and the integration 
has made implementation easier and the end result much more relevant,” says Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, 
Senior Vice President, Product Management, CD-adapco. “This integration will give our users the 
highest level of confidence in the integrity of their imported data.” 

“This type of integration was only possible through our deep technical relationship with the Parasolid 
team at Siemens,” said Gavin Bridgeman, Tech Soft 3D VP of Products. “Our shared partners can now 
benefit from two leading technology toolkits that when combined are greater than the sum of their parts 
- providing a great advantage for developers as well as their ultimate end users.”  

“We saw an opportunity to improve the developer experience through leveraging advanced data access 
technology from Tech Soft 3D,” says Paul Sicking, senior vice president, Chief Technology Officer, 
Siemens PLM Software. “This integration lowers the barriers to swift, productive solid modeling within 
a multi-format environment.” 
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